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Two ekperiments were c

presentation on no

periment cons ted, factoriallirith aural-verbal presenta-

(st dard:v rsus elabdrated) and visual pictorial presentation

/borated)verus'el/roorated). Experiment l firqs conducted with sixty-

.

-0.
(st

four second grade children' drawn from a loW socio-economic' status '

bstract

1

--
ducted)tO assess -the effects of elabdrated

,

-pair retention,- the basic design' of each ex- .

44exican.-American
4t-

sixty-four second

opulation whi

, .

e Experiment 2 was conducted with '
. 1

ade ,,children selected -from a middle socio-ecOnomic

status white popu ation. SubjeCts 0 both experiments learned, the

. i1 -

same twee pailtilisi of nouns to a criterion of 16/20 correct

, ,
stu y-test ired:associate methOd: Ret006n was.testedafter'thy

a seven day.in erval by thec9ed recall method: -The resUlts indi-
,.

,

'i .... __/: . ,, ; .. .
.

ated preentation facilitated-the initial adquisit
.

!--
both :experp.ments. -In addition, significant rete

,,t, , i , s.,:-

cated that.ela

of noun pairs

tion'benefit'. were also as4ciated with elaborated presentatio in
, .

the first e

effects, how

original, le

\Tided the m

owseteritio

acquisition

'-t
Indicated 't

the retenti
.;,

aural-ver

rimenl. .TbeSe estimates of elgborative'retent

er, wereibeClouded by minor variation inrt

ing betdeen presentatiOn conditions. -Expe

$ t

depsive,estimate of 4orated present
,

.

/ ,

Cause uhequivocal'cohtrol over the to': final levels of
. - ... .

as achieved., The retention analysis in this experiment_

evels:of.'

ent 2 pro-
:4

On'effects-
. .

, ,

t elaborated presentation neither heed nor hindered
/, / .
-

.

,

, 7
-of noun-pairs. TheresUlts-ofAthisstudy suggest that

..,

or
. I

and visual-TiCtorial elaboration ihay be added 0 the-liSt

.

I
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of factors Nhich.have a potent effect on acquisition;,. but do 'not

influence long term retention when the degree of original Naming

is equated, d,

ti
11.

1
;
I
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Aural erbal andiYisual-Pictorial Elaboration_ Effects

on Children's Long Term Memory for Noun Pairs '

In children's paired-associate learning Of noun:p airs, a'com-
,

parison is frequntly made between standard and-elaborated presen- (
. , .

tation. This comparison cah be made in either the aural-verbal or

. ,

visual-pictorial mode. ''In the aural-verbal mode, standard presen-..

tat ion consists of prejenting the to-be2remeitheredi(T13V notms alone

(e.g., the Chain-:the 'bowl) or, connected by a. conjunction (e.g., the

,

dhaiu,and the bowl) , while elaborated presentation consists of'pre-'

sen ng.the nouns connected by a preposition or verb d.g.; the chain

insic g the bowl). Standard, presentation in the visual-pictorial mod
- '

consists of depicting the referee tsof the TBR riouns'side-bY4'side,
.-

while. elaborated presentation consists of depicting the referents,

engaged .in a spatialinteradtion (e.g: ,..a picture of a ckiain sitting

rnside abawl). The usual outcome tf such comparisons 'is that/dia-
..

borate4 presentation is associated with improved Paired-,assoCiate

'learninF.relative to standard presentation (Davidson & Adams, 1970;

Kee, 1976; Kee & Rohwer, 1973,1.974; Rohwer, Kee, & Guy, 975) .

Current theory'Ccf. Anderson & Bowet, 1973; Paivio, 1970; Rohwer,

1973) suggest's thatelabdrated presentation prompts th encodilig ofl
ri. ,

shared-refefential meaning for the- otherwise disparat pair members;

The memory unit for pairs encoded in this manner is Meld to:be more

cohesive, thereby increasing 'pair member availability relative to #
r

,pairs encoded under.standard presentation. Resda ch has focused,

ptimarily on the shore term benefits .of this type of _coding: An im-
.

et , c

Oressive number of task ail& subject conditions Have beer' surveyed.

yw
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The literature consistently demonStrates elaborated presentation,

, -
,

effects on the: initial acquisition of noun pairs (cf., Rohwer, 4973)._

. ,

, ,

'Research'coricerning the long term benefits of elaborative coding has

been minimal. Thus, ; the purpose Of this study is to provide evidence

on the problem: The questioh of interest isthis: Will, elaborated

e
a

,presentafion,haVe an effaCt on retention? That is will subjects who
A

learn noun pairs under elaborated presentation remember the'pairs any

, .

better (or worse) than subjects who have lear5ed the Identical,Pairs,

c,,
., .

to the same, degree, but under standard presen4tion.
. . -

. . .

- r: SoMe previous- research suggests that elaborated presentation is

. ,

associated with less forgetting after retention intervals of.forty-

eight hours ROhwer, Ammon, Suzuki, & LeVin, 1971) and one week

(Ke4st & Levin, 1973).. 'These findings are not conclusive however,

because in these studies degree of learning for the conditions was ;
.

- not equated prior to the 'retention interval (cf./Underwood" 1964).

Therefore,. the retention-effects pbserved may have
.

simplyreflected

differences in the riuMberbEitems initially acquired, rather than'
--,

. . . .
.

.

1

differential forgetting.
.

,

, r ,

ET
,,

Original learning waS nominally=Tequated in a study by Reese and
_

.
Parkington which assessed the effects of visual pictorial

' elabAated presentation'on the seven day retention of nOun pairs with
7

four.and five year old children. In ordp- to equate Original learning,

'the 1-iildren were required'to learn the wired-associate list to a 100%,

perforTance,criterion by the multichoice testprocedure. Some retention_

ti

benefits were observed foOlabOrated preSentation. Howeyer, their results may

e

eio

,
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'also be inconclusive. One problem is that on the criterion trial;

the multichoice test proceduie can differentially'eifect The associ-
.

. . .
.. .

.

ative'Strength of pairs y serving as, an extra study trial (cf. Postman,
. , .

.

jenkins., iVostMan, 1948)., A second problem' is that requiring sub: ,

jects t6 reach a 100% pertformanCe criterion precludes the ases`sment ,

,; :

of variation in strength at the conclusion-of acquisition, hence, it

.

is' hot possible .to determine if the" degree-of Original learning be-
,

tween experimental conditions was adequately controlled. In the pre-

sent study, testing was conducted by the cued recall methods This

procedure is,less likely to serve as an extra study trial in acqui-

sition. In addition, glibjects. were required to reach an 80% perfor;

mance criterion prior to the retention interval... Asseisment of the
.

number of correct associations kiVen. op the criterion trial of acqui-
A

sition will provide an assessment of the levels-of learning actually

achieved in the different conditions prior to the retention interval'.`

A final study by Olton (1969) deserves recognitit. Oltan.assessed.

.

ects of'preexposure of nouns ehbedded within a'Prinied sen-

tence context on the seven-.g' retention of fifth grade children. ..

OrigOal learning was controlled by requiring subjects in the different

( pre-exposure conditions (e.g.., elaborated versus standard)1'-to learn

.

the 'list to a pre-determined number of trials. His resMlts indicated .

that while At-exposure to printed verbal elaboration facilitated-
.

original-learning,

day:retention fest

no difference in retention was observed-on a seven

between the elaborated and standard, presentation.

The assessment of elaborated presentation effects on retention, in the

4 .

present study will serve to extend Olton's analysis of Verbal- elabor
-
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v

1

ated presentation to.,the.aural mode.
1

rn addition, piovisionsere..,, ,
made, to _provide a.dirZct comparison'between the two methods .qf ela_,

bolatedpresentation frequently used to faqlitate.paired,associate
/.

.
'',,K_ .

learning in childhood: .Aural-verpal apd visual-pictural.

. .

"f
Method

Experiment 1

r

Design and Subjects. The basic design of the experiment con-
.

sisted of a 2 x 2 fattorial with aural- verbal presentation (standard

. versus elaborated) and visual-pictorial presentation (standard versus

elaborated). Subjects participated in tlip'experimentar sessions:

(1) acquisition, and (2) retention. This basic 2 x'2 design was
.

augmented the retention phase-of the'experiMent to, include the

within subject factor of'trials (one to three).

Subjects in the experiment were, sixty-four second grade children.

. .

Their modal age was' seven years: The children attended schoOl and

resided. in a.low socio-economic status Mexitan-American.community

in tos Angeles, California. Census tract data revealed that the

median ellucational level of this community was 7.9 years and the

median income was $5,467. All of the participating children had

Spanish Surnames and were selected from bilinguals classrooms.

Materials and.Proceduresr A,twenty pair list -of common -nouns

was uged (e.g., co;W-tie; ship-buggy, etc.). Line drawings of the

4
noun 'referents were prepared 'and photographed.ontO 35-mm slide tran-

sparancies: Standard aural-verbal presentatibhxconsisted-of the

-gnesentati of-fhe,noun labels connected by a conjuction (e.g., the-

chain and the bowl), while elaborated aural-verbal presentation con -

8
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/: 1 .' t / ,.
,. \ .s. * ;. ..

: ..siSted of the noun labels connectedLby"a preposition (e.g. thq,chain
, . .

. .
.

, .
,

inside -the bowl). Standdrd.visual-pictorial presentation consisted ,

.
i

. .
% .

111

1. 'of the"depietf011of-thel4nreferents side by side:While elaborated

vsuil-pictorial presentation cOnsisted.bf.theodepittion of the'
.

,. . - t ' . ,

. -.

object referents .en aged, in a sptial.interagtion(e.g. a picture of
,

4

' a chain inside a bowl). A-total of, nine random orders of the list .

,
. .

,

,
i

,

were constructed, An arrangemefft\of six of these'ordeis was used

in the acquisition phase of the experiMent which allowed foi.three

,

.

a

°alternating cycle of study and. test.. The final three list orders

were used for test trials iv .the retention' phase.,

Subjects were tested individually in a room' at the parti6ipating

* ))
school. Testing was c nducted by a Mexican-American female. SUb-.

.

.jects were seated at a small tale on which a side screen.prlection

unit was located. A study -test" paired-associate procedure was used .

during acquis ?tion. The subject was informed that twenty Pairs, of

, .

.notni would- be 'presented and that (s)he should -learn them in such a

lay svas tobe able to produce theame of one member of the pair.
: .' ...-.

When presented with the other. Visual:pictorial preseptatiOn-Was - ,

. .

made by 35-mmKodak slide prjector. The rate of presentation on study
. .

trials as-4ur seconds per pair. As each, pair was presented visually

the experimenterolabeled the referents in an appropriate manner (i.e.:

7

standard or,elaborated). The test trial rate'liaS aiso four seconds
- , .

per pair. On the test triafthe sub-.5a was preginted with one member
, .

.

from each pair and was asked to verbally recall the associate,, '1.111-

jectt were required to learn the pairs to a criterion of 16/24 cormc
.

. ----

1

in the acquisition_phase. A strict scoring procedure was used in which.

1

oib 4
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only responses which matched experimenter provided labels were accepted
.

. -

as correct. This provision was made in:order to standardize the
. .

. ,
. .

.
. 4P'

establishment of criterion performance across subject's. It will be

recalled that in the construction

acquisition, provisions.were made

of the paired-associate lists fbi

for'flitee alternating.cycles of

study)i.na test/. If a subject required additional practice to 'reach,

"" criterion,,the set of three study -test trials was recycle4 d in sequence.

Snbjects.kgere requiredo return after seven days .for the reten-

tionon test. This test consisted of three Cued recall trials. Stimulus

. . ,,

cue presentation was bpth aural-verbal andvisual-pictorial. The e

*
",test trial rate was subject pace4 however, if the subject ailed to

4

.

_

'provide a response within ten sedonds, the stimulus cue was advanced.-

Results and.DiscusSion
.

The, results will be reportea*in'two parts: (1) acqUisition, and

(2) reteption. Unless specified otherwise; the type 1 error, rate for

tests was set equal to '1.
90

11.4

Acquisition. Table 1 presents the Mean number of trials to cri-
I .

.

01

Insert Table 1 alocit here

-1 i

terion as afilidtion of aural-verbal. and presentation.

Analysis of variance indicated:that the target phenOmena of interest

(.

were replicated: Both aural-verbal aid visual-Pictorial elaborated
t

>'> )
I,

presentation improved theacquisition of noun pairs,.F(1,6 0) =.5.56;
. ,

1

F(1,60) ='22:98,iespectiiiely.- The teraciion between the two factors

was also si icant, F(1,60)'.----- 7.09 ',The form of the interaction

...._

!

I I

)11

,
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;

emory

...

,

.suggests'that the effects of aural-verbal and visual4pictorial ela- 4.
..' '/4 '' ita.' ' .' r

berated presentation. were_not additive.

1

'In order:to.equatethe degree of learning. between the different '
...

.
.

. , presentation conditions4orir to the retention piterval subj ects were

o

1'

A

. , , ....

required,to reach a criterion of 16/20 correct.' ,A:Ssessment' of the .

number correct on the criterion triil'indicates whether,original
` .

.

. ,

learning waF Successfully donfrolled. Table 2 presents themean hiimber

0.

Insert Table '2 about' here
.

Of correct responses on the criterion trial as a function offaural-

Verbaf and vasual-pictorial presentation. Analysis of variance.
failed to deteet any

r
reliable source of variance,

,
.

RetentiOh. Both -striet and lenient sco-riag,procedureS Were

used to trally responses on the retention testtrials. The strict pro-

cedure counted correct only those responses which were identical to

..

the labels provided' by the experimenter in acquisition, while the'
. .

lenient procedure alSd accepted synonyms "and Spanish equivalents.

4

4

- -

Loss koreg'-were-CompUted for:both scoring indicies. A loss score pro-
.. .

. .

0,,,,,,or

tides a sensitive measure of, forgetting,'representing the numbeiCor-'
., .

.

rect on the criterion triarmints the number coi-i.e8 an the retention .
...

test. A preliminary.analysis
ft
indicated that the e 15ss scores based

on the strict and lenient retention test scoring produced identical
. .

..

patterns of performance across, the experimental conditions. Thug? only

the, analysis of loss scores bated on the strict retention test scoring

will be relish-tea in order to maintain congruence with the dependent

0,7



,variable used to assess acquisitpn.

The mean,losS. scores as a function of aural verbal and- visual-.
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";
s .

10
fr

. , ,

,
c

, .

picior01 presentation, c011apsed over trials, are preSented sil-1 Table 3.
. .

.

t. A repeated measiares analysis of vali-iance indicated a significant

-.

Iniert :Table 3 about here

aural-verbal presentation e,gfec'co, F(1,60) = 4.21, such That elabor-..
.

i

ated aural-veibal presentation was associated with iles forgetting
, )

. than standard aural-verbal presentation. 'A significant visual-pic
,

torial presentation-effect was also detected,' F(1,60) 4.36, indi-,

-
a -

cating that elaborated visual-pict(4rial present,ation was associated
/ t

.
, .

with less forgetting, than the standard visual - pictorial presentation-

_A significant tfials. effect was abserved F.(2 42p) ...... 3.9 , -which indi-

, .

dated thatthe number. 9f items lost declin ,pd over the' th ee retention

.

. . -
,

.

_

, test trials-16:72, 6.52, 6.16) .; The only other significant effect.
. .. .

was an .aural-verbal x visual- pictorial X trials interactIqn,%F 7,12 0 ) = -.
,,% _

---..- . . ' ,
9.07. the,forM iof t tree-fgayinterictiQn suggests otbat the in-

)*.

C
b .' . SI

fluence of 'aural-verpal and visual--pictorial elapoFdtediSresentafion
i

3 ,

, .
% -( i . .

L

were only additive on thelast two. retention 'rest' trials. :L,t

.
-I. ; ., -., *\

,

. The4resent outscorile° -suggestS thatlicrth adr.ay.-vero.a], and Visual.-
:,

,

'

- ,, \ .0.
- picforial-Oaborationteljelits not only.. the initi 1 acquisitiOn -of °

, - , .

J\ , .
'--

-. noun pairs., but .their retention as well. Thit f ndi+is contrary to .
---...,

.
the 'results reported by OltOn for printed -ve4. elaboration: More- -

. ,

.over, the learAing and memory literature generally indicatek, that when!
, " . . . f'\ r .. - ,

; '-,
the degree. of original learning is equated, a number of potent learning

', 4*
.

, t. It.1,..-
.

IP
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.

)'
. 11 . .

.

.
. -

. t

"variables such as meaningfulness (Underwood & Richardson, 1956),
,

Jearning abTlity (Shuell & Keppel, 19709 arid imagery instructions'

klaslier, Riebman,. &,Wreh, 1976) have' little or no effect on long
..

,_ . .,

erm memory. Thus, the results of the present experiment may provide
.

.

't first evidence of a potent learning variable which fivorably
, .. ,,, - . . . . .

affects,both acquisition and retention, This conclusion, however, may
i. .

besp emature.,It will be recalled that the subjects were required

to lea the pairedaSsociatestto a criterion-,of 16/0 correct at
a

2-acquisitiOn. A strict scoring procedure was used which copnted,cor:-

.' -1.

rect ohly tlise responses which matched the:experrmenter proVided '.

-4,
' - ,

-,-,-.

labels. An exaflana0.0n of the, score indicated that 56% of
\\ .,

,

the children pr6videdat least one response in Spanish on the cri-
'

terlon trial. AreScoring.of criterion trial performance' was con-
, ,,

. ,..,.., ,,, .

ducted which accepted both Spanish'equivalents. and synonymS,as cor---,
(1.

. .

rect in order to determine if original learning was controlled under
-

a more sensitive index of the amber of_pairs acquired.. .An.analysis4.;,

, -

of variance was conducted-arld repealed no significant effects eat the

,

traditional .05 alpharlevel. Differences, however, were detected at

the .10 alpha levelsuggesting that mortscorrect pairs were acquired

ufider the elaborated conditions. Ain additional retention analysis

_ was conducted based on loss scores compUtectfrOni:"the'nuMber&:Trect

on the criterion trial (lenient' scoring).minus the number correct-
,

on each retention test trial (lenient scoring):- This analysiS revealed

the same pattern of elaboration benefitsin retention as-previously

reported. .
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4
. Experiment 2

... -

. ,

the estimates of elaborative retention effects in the first ex.-

,
periment may have been mitigated by variation .in original learning

A
..

between the different presentation conditions,. Therefore; a second .

experimht as conduc in order to provide a more decisive assessment.

'\
Subjects in this experiffient were drawn from a population ofiniddle

socio economic status'white children. This population offers two

advantages relative to the population sampled in the first experiment:

(1) ',It is directly comparable to the target populations sampled in

most of the previous paired-associate learning studies concerned with

elaboration effects, and (2) the difficulty previously encountered

J.
with the scoring procedure used to establighcriterion performance

for subjects is absent because the population is primarily monolingual,.
4 0 v

Method

Design and Subjects. The basic design of:the experiment,consifr

ted of a 2 x 2 x,2- factorial with aural- verbar presentation (standard

versus elaborated), visual-piCtorial presentation (standard versus

e bot'ate.d) sand subjectrs sex (male and feMala); This design was

augmented to include the within subject factor of trials (one to three)

in the'retention phase of the.experiment.

Subjects in thesexperiment were sixty-four sec ond grade children.

Their moIl age was seven years. The children attended school: and

and resided in a middle-class.white community neighboring,Los,Angeles,,

4 California. Census tract information indicated that the children's

1cpmmunity had
1
a median educational level of 13,8 years and a median

income excess of $18,000. ,

dl
14
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Materials and Procedures. The methods and procedures are iden-

tical to those used in'Ehe'firSt experiment with the following-ei-.

ceptions: (1) Aural - verbal presentation was madeby audio-cassette

recordet (Wollensaa #2,551) sychronized with the 35-mm slide(ptojec,

tor, and (2). the experimenter was a white'ftmale.

Results' and Discussion

Similar to Experimellt 1, the results are reported-in two parts!
.

(1) ,Acquisition, and c2) retention. The type:1 error rate was also

set-at :05, except where otherwise indicated.

Acquisition: Table 4 presenis4the mean number of trials to cri-

Insertlable 4 about here

terion as a function of aural verbal and visual-pictorial presentation.

As can be seen, both aural-verbal and visual-pictorial elaborated

Presentation facilitated noun -pair' learning', F(1,56)°= i9.17; F(1.456) =

16.66; respectively. The interaction between'the two factors was

also significant,, F(1,56) = 9.26. The form of the interactfoh suggests

that the benefits associated with aural-verbal and visual.-pictorial

V $

elaborated presentation weAe not additive. No other source. of yariance

was sighlficant. I 1p

Criterion trial performance was assessed in order to determine

if original learning was successfully equated prior td the retention

interval. Both a strict and lenient scoring of criterion trial per-p

formante was made. A preliminary analysis indicated that the two
4

measures produced identical patterns of performance across the expert-

4'

; )
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mental conditions ,y the analysis of the lenient scoring
4

, t
procedure will e treated because it'affords the3nore sensitive in ex

of the number if pails acq ired. The means, for the number of co eCt

,,:/ .°

responses gi -n on the criterion'trial as a, function of aural-ve bal

and visual- ictoii 1 presentation are presented in.Table 5. AS can

-t

Insert Table 5 about here ,

be seen, the conditions are equivalent. Analysis of variance failed .

7 :*

to cleecit anyixeliable source of variance, p > .10:

Retention. Loss scores were-computed for each-,subject eased
/

* . .

on 'the number correct on the criterion4iai (lenient scorin ) minus
-..

the n ber correct on each of the retention test trials', ( lenient

scorin Th4 means for the conditions'collapsed over the f. tars -.

of-subject's sex and trials are presented in Table 6.

F

6 about here

.
,^

. . 4

Analysis of variance with repeated.measures/revealed that aural-,
,. .

verbal

these t

F(1,56)

outcome indicates that neither of the methods of elaborated presen-

d visual-pictorial presentation, and the interaction between *

factory were not as fated with significant effects:'

1.47; F(1,56) = . 98 ; F (1 f56) = 1.21, respectireli. This
.11

tation . aural-irerbal ortvisual-pictorial) which customarily .

A ,

facilitat noun-pair learning have an effeiiton the long term reten-
-.0

tion of n un pairs when' tthe.degree of original learning is equated.

46 .
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sources of sign ant effects.were detectedi

s scores,, 'A' als effect was observed Ft2

which' indicated that

the three test trials (4.

that the context of orig
\

the repeated testing, thereby increasing,the probability

e number. of items lost decline .over

the

1.2) =

4.31, 4.11)." This-finding suggests

al learning may have been reinsfa ed by

i%

respon)e selection_and retrieval. FinaAy, a four-way interaction

correct

-"/

was served betweenith factors of aural-verbal presentation, visual-

pictorialpresentation, subject's sex, and trials; F(2,112) = 3.92.

The formff this action, however, did not serVeto
1, .

,

I

A

previous conclusions drawn about the effects of aural-verbal and

-visual-pictorial,Presentation, hence, it yill.not be treated in

l'fUrther detail.
- 35145,

Both extralist and within'llist-intrusions were tabUlated. The

rate of extralist intrusions was extremely low'.' .30 of item).,..,

Analysis of variance failed to detect any reliable source of'variance.'
,

.1,
The mean rate of within-list intrUsions was 1,73 of .an item, Analysis

- *-

of variancsfevealed only_Ohe significant effect: Trials, F(2,112) = 3,88.

This effect indicates that the numbkr.of within list intrusions de- ,

dined over the three test trials (2.03, 1.69, f.47). "This oiltcome

is consistent with the notion

phase served to reinstate the context of original learning., Thus,'

repeated testing in the retention

the number o laced responses (i.e. within list:intrusions) would
e.

:' be expected to decline as the subject became more accurate at correct

response seltction and retrieval.
,

t
I'
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Discussion

The present investga on was conducted to determine the effects

of aural-verbal anevisua -pict9ria; elaborated present Lion on the
, .

I, long term retention of noun pairs. The estimates of elaborative..°3 retention effects iii.
.

t first experiment beclouded by a minor vari-..

ation in the degre6 o ,original learning. between, the presentation
-

conditions. THUs,.t e .retention benefits observed.a* a function of

1 .
.

aural verbal and v ual-pictoriai elaborated presentation probably:

,-,..
reflect ,&fferenc in the terminal levels of learning achieved in

t: acquisition as o osed to differential fvrgetting.,, The'e;timates of',

\

retention b4ec s in the second experim nt are more decdSive beCause
i

1. .

unequ-ivoc co trol-over the degree of learning vas obtained'betweem
. -

conditi9n
, 4. ,

. .

experime t clearly indiCate that while'elaboratedpresentationjacili-
, .

s,,, , ,
.

tates t e initial acquisition of noun pairs, it neither.Aelps nor,.

/
hinder their long term retention. ; /

..--
/

conclusion that would apply to the present results. andithose

4,
of pr vious investigations concerned with the effects of po.,ent learn:-

prior to the retention'interval. The findings from this

ing ariables on retention isthis: It is not themanner which'items

are acquired which primarily influence long term retentio , but rather
4

how well these items are originally learned. An. alternat ye way to

vi; the present outcome is in terms*of "cost effectiven That
. n

is to sustain the same level of retention after seven d ys, elaborated

i/
pr sentation reCtuires only half as many study-test cycle as standard

p esentation. This latter view serves to underscore the role of
./ 7

elaboration as a "faciiiiator" in childhood even in the bsences of a

direct retention effect.
e/'
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Experiment J.:. Mean Number Of. Trials-;to Criterion as a Functiad ,

Aural-Verbal and Visual-Pictotial Presentation- (7\

Q

r

,

.1,

(

Presentation_

Aural-Verbal Psentation

Standard Elaborated

Standard ,

Elaborated

m

5,69 ,

2.63

4.16.

3.63

2.75

:

3.19

Note: = 2.70
, .

o

to

wis

L

%

4

M

. 4.66.

2.69

-
,

1

.
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Experiment 1: Mean Number Correct'an.the Criterion4trialcw.a

Function of Aural-Verbal and Visual-Pictorial Presentation'

Aural-Verbal preientation

AP' ,Visual-PictOrial
Presentation .Standard

1

Elaborated

r

Standard 16.81 16.75

O

Elaborated 17,19 *. 17,31

M 17.00 17.03

rT

4 -

eit 1,

Note: M. (60),

S.

-

O

-

,!(

2;

M

16.78

'17.25
f-

a.
?

I

cto

o

4s
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lab*

Experiment 1: Mean Los; t

Verbal and Visualp.

Visnal.-Pictorial

Presentation'

Standard .

Elaborated
e

-

M

'Note: Me (60) = 16:36

on Effects on Long TermiMemory .
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es as a Functionof Aural:

orial Presentation

a .
al-Veibal Pregentation

4.

C:: rd' Elaborated . M

,7.087 6.38_-

5 5.35

06 5.87

2

4

a

5.85
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Table 4

Experiment 2: (lean Number"of Trials to Criterion as a Function

of Aural-Verbal and Visual-Pictorial Presentation
A

d

Visual-Pictorial
... Presentation

Standard

'Elaborated-,/ S \-

A'

o Aural-Verbal Presentation

-.

...

Standard,

.,

Elaborated M
,

6.13e- 3.00 4.7

, 3.13 ..

4.63

2.56,

2.78

, .

.

2.85

t

Note: .MS (56) = 2.84
a--e.

1141414141'

.346. w

1e
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.

experiment 2,: Mean Number Correct,on the Criterion Triil as a

Punction.of an nAural-Verbgl.d Visual,Pictoril Presentation,

Visual - Pictorial

Presentation Stanaar, Elaborated

Aural - Verbal Presentation.

M

Standard . 17.06 1 17.13
P

Elaborated 17.56 17.5

M: X17.31 17.35 . 4

17:10".e..

17.56 le

Note: ms 56) 1.59

V

4

ff

t

mbI- <

1"

4,

.1*

1
.55

SO°

.4
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' Table 6

Experiment '2: Mean Loss 'Scores as a -Function of Aural-

Verbal and.Visual-Pictorial Presentation

--(

Aural-Verbal-Presentation

Visual ;Pictorial
Presentation , Standard Elaborated M

Standard 4.77 4.85 4.81

Elaborated . 3.23 4.94

M 4.00 4.90

Note: MS (56) = 26.17.
--e

I. ru

,

'I '

C' .


